



RELAXATION TIMES FOR SYMMETRIC MOLECULES
1. LNTi<ODUCTION
A general analytical method of calculating nuclear magnetic
relaxation times resulting from spin—rotational interactions has been
based on the stochastic rotation operator and on the solution of stochastic
differential equations. The method is applicable in principle to mole—
culs with no special symmetry which are suiject to rotational thermal
notion, hut a thorough examination of this problem is hampered by the
relatively low order of approximation to which calculations on the
rotational Browmian motion of asymmetric bodies have so far been taken2).
The problem has already been solved for spherical moleculesl)345). In
the present paper the case of symmetric top molecules is examined The
results are true for a molecule which has a principal axis of inertia
through the cenire of mass that passes through the nucleus in which we are
interested, and such that this principal axis is an axis of symmetry L
for the molecule with 3.
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It is shown that the problem of calculating
times relatc to nuclear magnetic spin-rotational inter
actIons may he solved for the symmetric rotator model of
a molecule by esploying the method already proposed in a
general manner for asy etric molecules that undergo
rotaCional thermal motion. Expressions are derived for
the spin—rotational correlation time and for the contributions
arising from spin-rotational interactions to the longitudinal
and transverse relaxation times.
2 GENERAL EQUATIONS
We oonsider nuclei in a rotating moJocle denoting by . the
spin operator of the ith nucleus and by th angu.lar momentum of the
moleculo. The spin-rotational Hamiltonian of the ith nucleus
z (I)
where is adyadic. If L. withA)il, 2, 3 are the cai’tesidfl
components of L in the moleu1ar frame of cocdintes, which is taken
in the directions of the pr4ocipal axes rf inert a through the centre of





being the rotetson matrx for the tra.s±Jation ef spherical
tensor and the Uular angs speoiying molecular syste.
with referen:e to the labcrator- system of ccordicstas,
To introduce the various relaxation times we define by
<Ut 1O>)
where the angular brackets denote ensemble average for thermal equilibrium.




In this are the moments of inertia about the so1ecularL4 - and
axes, and ()Q.)CO) the corresponding components of angular
1
velocity of the molecule at times L and zero, respectively. is
the rotation operator that brings the molecular frame at time zero to its
orientation at time . The subscripts 61. ,i signify the ,— —
matrix element with respect to the basis ,
o ) the being two of the above mentioned




interactions to the reciprocals I ç / of the longitudinal and
transverse relaxation times are given by
(2)
Then (1) is expressible as
iç ii
-1
w-.ere 14 are the spherical components of I in the laboratory system
7i) 2 (we) T) jt j





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































which vanishes by 8). Tang Lsu.ccesve1 equ&1 :o C,
we dedice tLL-t (11) varishes. It .ay d:miiartv e shown fcr alt
cnmbi- ::ons o- \. :hat
Thn: ;y putting sLzcsoe1j






Thi: contribution is 5r.
cP 0.
We then deduce from (2) that
_cI
tI)I JO _4 c±
,, fl L






even before the summation over A y is carried out.















The other terms in (8) that give a contribution to CoJ are
lroportion& to
(T)Lend they include no term proportional to(—+c7)’
Woroover they are correct only to order
.T’/(tg)where for the
moment we suppress the suffixes of and .S . We may therefore replace
CcrI’inthemby L’?Z.
C’
Let us exn-ie n’’ contributi f-n
3
Jj,i If- -





























































































































÷ 2 , ) I
As a check on thie result we examine what it reduces to when the
syrrrnetric molecule is spherical. We put
tTP,7) 2)




4TL I 2j i- ‘2y ( )C1+(,,÷
y -
On coliectj: our results from (21)
—
23), (28), (29) we
conclude that
_
£T IC (Q)-r 3;j’1•( i3+p,+-p, + 2
(30)
We ace from (6) that this agrees in the approximation of the present
paper with the result of direct calculatjonl1)
—13—
4. SPIN-ROTATIONAL CORRELATION TIMES
Equatioi (30) leads immediately to expressions for spin—rotational
correlation times. For the extreme narrowing case we have from (6) that









It is possible to generalize this result so as to find and (/T)
from (4) and (5). We see from eq. (3) that in order td do this we would
have to retain s when employing (8) for the evaluation of
This would present no great difficulty but the calculations would be some
what more complicated.
To find the spin-rotational correlation time from (7) we first
deduce from (18) that
(-4 :
M1 t
ii (-4 2 2
2Lc+
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